Translating Laboratory Research of BIOCERAMIC Material, Application on Computer Mouse and Bracelet, to Ameliorate Computer Work-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders
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Abstract

We investigated the effects of a room temperature-emitting far infrared ray ceramic material (BIOCERAMIC) on computer work-related pain and coldness. Thirty-two computer users reporting complaints in upper extremities and shoulders were assigned to play 30-cycles of specially-designed computer game. Each subject was provided with a normal and BIOCERAMIC-made mouse for the game on two different days. When using BIOCERAMIC mouse for the computer game, the most significant improvements among the upper extremity complaints were for wrist, finger, forearm, and partially shoulder soreness. Greater differences in surface temperatures of mouse and hand in BIOCERAMIC group were seen. The most significant difference occurred when using both the BIOCERAMIC cover and bracelet were found to reduce pain sensations. It was concluded that pain intensity and disability were significantly reduced after using BIOCERAMIC mouse for the game. The effect remained during follow-up when using BIOCERAMIC mouse cover and bracelet during their usual computer work.
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Introduction

Work-related upper extremity and shoulder complaints are common in developed and industrialized countries. In Holland, about 8% employees were not able to work due to different work-related musculoskeletal complaints [1-3] and middle-aged females are more likely to suffer due to computer-related work than males [4,5]. Computer work-related musculoskeletal problems impose economic burdens on a country’s productivity and influence a country’s gross domestic product. Computer work-related musculoskeletal disorders broadly affect parts of the anatomy, including tendons, ligaments, nerves, muscles, circulation, and pain perception. Musculoskeletal disorders are related to a wide range of inflammatory and degenerative diseases which result in pain and functional impairment that affect the hands, fingers, wrists, forearms, and shoulders. It is necessary to develop method and determine the development and exacerbation of the computer work related suffering [6,7].

Frequently using a computer mouse can cause musculoskeletal discomfort and symptoms in the forearms and shoulders. During use of a computer mouse, muscle activity and loading increase at the extensor carpi ulnaris, extensor digitorum, pronator teres, and upper trapezius muscles, this can be recorded by surface electromyography [8-10].

A previous study found that the muscle metabolic and acid-base status during a wrist extension exercise in the forearm of individuals with work-related myalgia was related to a reduction in the local muscle blood flow in the trapezius and lower capillary-to-muscle fiber area ratios, which may have been a consequence of localized ischemia during prolonged muscular work loading [11]. Ischemia, particularly during contractile activity, is associated with increased levels of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), such as the superoxide and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which are responsible for destructive processes in muscle cells [12-15]. Ischemia also has important consequences for the cellular metabolic status, with a significantly worsened metabolic and acid-base status when acidosis is predominate in individuals with work-related myalgia [16,17]. There are also some other mechanisms, including a reduction in local muscle blood flow and perfusion, reduction in the rate or contribution of aerobic ATP production, and increased ATP costs of force production. As a result, these are likely to have severe impacts on work tolerance [18,19].

The purpose of this study is whether there is benefit of a room temperature-emitting Far Infrared (FIR) ray ceramic material (BIOCERAMIC) to manufacture computer related apparatus, on work-related musculoskeletal complaints. Since our earlier studies and publications investigating BIOCERAMIC [20-27], mostly focused on basic medical science of cells and animal models, and we had showed that BIOCERAMIC promotes the microcirculation and has other effects by upregulating calcium-dependent nitric oxide and calmodulin in different cell lines, an antioxidant effect by increasing the hydrogen peroxide-scavenging ability of different cells, including murine macrophages (RAW264.7), murine calvaria-derived osteoblast-like cells (MC3T3-E1), NIH3T3 fibroblast cells, and murine myoblast cells (C2C12). In addition, another published data show that BIOCERAMIC irradiation had significant inhibition of PGE-2, COX-2 and iNOS, (inflammatory and pain inducing factors) elevations during
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lipopolysaccharide-induction in both murine macrophages and human chondrosarcoma cell line. We expect that BIOCERAMIC may have the potential, through apply on the computer related devices, that may exhibit effective health promote effect. In order to obtain clinical data base on our previous bio-molecular findings, in this study, we designed a series of experimental method to prove the BIOCERAMIC material on computer work-related related musculoskeletal disorders.

Methods and Materials

Subjects

Subjects for the study cohort were recruited by posting advertisements after the clinical trial was approved by an independent ethics committee of our university hospital with certification by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval no. 201007004 (Taipei Medical University–Joint IRB). Candidates mainly suffered from different complaints and locations of computer-work related musculoskeletal diseases which were verified by a questionnaire before our computer works took place. Thirty-two subjects (26 women and 6 men) were enrolled as subjects. There were no major diseases except for suffering from computer worked-related complaints of the upper extremities and shoulder. We required that all candidates fill in a short-form pain questionnaire, which mentioned possible locations of musculoskeletal discomfort during and after computer work. They also needed to sign a consent document and gave consent prior to allowing them to play the computer game.

BIOCERAMIC

BIOCERAMIC, the ceramic powder used in this study (obtained from the Department of Radiology, Taipei Medical University Hospital), was composed of micro-sized particles produced from several ingredients, mainly different elemental components (Figure 1). The average emissivity of the ceramic powder was 0.98 at wavelengths of 6–14 μm (determined by a CI SR5000 spectroradiometer), which represents an extremely high ratio of FIR intensity. Three types of BIOCERAMIC devices were used in this study, including computer mouse, silicon rubber mouse cover and silicon rubber bracelet, made of polypropylene pp plastic chips and silicon rubber with BIOCERAMIC powder (Plastics Industry Development Center, Taiwan and YY Rubber company, Foshan, PRC). The above BIOCERAMIC devices underwent specific physical-chemical tests at room temperature in the laboratory of Radiology Department of Taipei Medical University Hospital to guarantee their FIR ray-emitting function [20–27].

Pain assessment

Our questionnaire had 5 major categories that measured a bodily pain score about a subject’s attitude towards pain. Higher scores reflected more pain and lower scores less pain. Reduced pain was correlated with lower scores. The primary efficacy parameter was a pain severity rating, recorded by candidates in their daily diaries using a 10-point scale (from 0 indicating no pain to 10 indicating the worst possible pain).

Computer game assessment

Subjects were asked to play the computer game on 2 different days Software called ‘MSE_Operation3RD’ was used as a platform on which subjects could operate, and was made sure that the subjects did not have experiences on this software. Subjects were asked to play the computer game on 2 different days for this study in the same room. The room temperature is keep at lesser than 25 degree with air-conditioned ventilation. Initial check up of hands’ temperatures were performed by thermography, in order to make sure that the hands’ temperatures were not below the temperature of the room. All the operations were collected on the same mouse without and with BIOCERAMIC, so as to standardize the efficacy of the mouse operation. Besides, the subjects were requested to operate the mouse in their usual postures and their habitually using methods.

On the first day, a normal computer mouse was used for control data. On the second day, a special mouse with BIOCERAMIC material was used, and procedures were the same as on the first day. On each day, as the first step of the computer game operation, a cursor appeared in the upper then lower parts of the picture on the screen, and the subject was asked to press and hold down the left mouse button and drag the image to the trash in the middle of the screen (Figure 2). Then, another image appeared but in a different style, and the candidate again had to move the cursor to the object, press and hold the left mouse button, and drag the image to the trash in the middle of the screen. Eight times of the ‘dragging’ action were counted as a cycle. The same works were continued and repeated until counted to 15 cycles. After 15 cycles, the candidate was asked to record the soreness of different body parts of the upper extremity. Before the second round of 16–30 cycles, the surface temperatures of the candidate’s hand and computer mouse he/she had been using were separately measured using IRISYS IRI 1011 thermal imager (InfraRed Integrated Systems, Northampton, UK).

The game was then continued until 30 cycles had been completed. At the end, the surface temperatures of both the candidate’s hand and computer mouse were separately measured. Another part of the questionnaire was then provided (Figure 3). Finally, a BIOCERAMIC mouse cover and bracelet were given to the candidate, and we requested that they use both of them for usual computer work in their office or home. A final questionnaire of, pain score was then finished after this 7-day period had been completed.

Statistical analysis

Paired t-test was used to evaluate the significance of differences between groups (SPSS Inc., IBM, Chicago, IL, USA). A P-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

According to the questionnaire, the most complaints of computer work-related problems of the upper extremities were soreness of the wrist, hand, fingers, forearm, and shoulder.

In the item reflecting ‘soreness of wrist’ on the subjects, BIOCERAMIC group improved at ‘1-15cycle’ (12.8%, p = 0.0032), ‘16-30 cycle’ (15.62%, p = 0.0013) and ‘after-test’ (21.88%, p = 0.0005). In the

Figure 2: Computer game designed to have a subject repeat precise movements of the fingers, hands, elbows, forearms, and shoulders, to help highlight the weakness, coldness, and soreness of the upper extremities

Figure 3: The questionnaire using for assessment of pain score in this study

Results in cycle 1 ~15

Figure 4a: Results of questionnaire for the 1-15 cycles, the overall improved cases were found more than the worsen cases in BIOCERAMIC group, the group was found tolerated more cycles of games to initiate feeling soreness. The number of cases improved on BIOCERAMIC group on soreness of wrist was the most significant. The improved cases of finger and forearm soreness were also out number than worsen cases.

Results in cycle 16~30

Figure 4b: Results of questionnaire for the 16-30 cycles, the overall improved cases were found more than the worsen cases in BIOCERAMIC group; the soreness of wrist was the most significantly improved. The number of cases improved in BIOCERAMIC group on soreness of wrist was the most significant. The improved cases of shoulder, finger, forearm and hand soreness were also out number than worsen cases.

After-test results

Figure 4c: Results of questionnaire for the 'after test', the overall improved cases were found more than the worsen cases in BIOCERAMIC group. The soreness of wrist and forearm were the most significantly improved. The number of cases improved in BIOCERAMIC group on soreness of shoulder and finger were also out number than worsen cases.

Discussion

In the past, the usual management of work-related musculoskeletal problems of the upper extremity included worksite modifications, rest from inciting/aggravating movements, maintenance of central and regional body temperature, ergonomic modifications in work and non-work environments, wrist splinting, physical therapy, anti-inflammatory medication, acupuncture, cortisone injections, and surgical management [27]. However, there are few treatments to help computer work-related complaints of the upper extremity by solely physical effects of a material without invasive methods, chemical drug intake, or electricity supplied by a physical therapeutic...

Figure 5: By comparing BIOCERAMIC group to control group, the temperature differences of '16-30 cycle' to '1-15cycle' on surface temperature of computer mouse (BIOCERAMIC and control) and hand of candidate, there were increase 53% (P = 0.082); and increase 133% (P = 0.090) respectively

5a) Control, cFIR mice temperature difference of 1~15 & 15~30 cycles
5b) Control, cFIR mice temperature difference of 1~15 & 15~30 cycles

Figure 6: After using the BIOCERAMIC computer mouse cover and BIOCERAMIC bracelet, with average (30.7%) decrease pain scores compared to the control group (p = 0.0004)

Conclusions

Based on the results of the present study, for over half of our candidates (female predominant), pain intensity and disability of computer related musculoskeletal discomfort were likely to reduce after using BIOCERAMIC mouse to continuously and intensive play a special computer game. The effect remained at follow-up using a BIOCERAMIC mouse cover and bracelet during subjects’ usual computer work. As far as we know, the current study is the first to explore possible beneficial effects of a BIOCERAMIC-made mouse, mouse cover, and bracelet, to ameliorate computer work-related musculoskeletal disorders. It is another example of translating laboratory developed BIOCERAMIC material into medical application.
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